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Abstract : Here we have considered the scattering of a nucleon in a potential field The 
phase shihs for a potential of the type A t lJ l— (modified Gaussian potential) have been 
calculated with the help of the W K B method The dependence of the phase shift on the values 
ot A fy fa  (A being the constant of potential and tit the attenuation constant) have been shown 
giaphically The results so obtained have also been compared graphically with that ol the 
Eikonal approximation
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1. Introduction
The W K B .  m ethod was introduced in quantum  m echanics in 1926 by W ent/.el [1], 
Kramer [2] and B rillouin [3], although the corresponding m athem atical apparatus had 
been developed earlier by L iouville [4], Rayleigh |5] and others. The phase shills lot the
-U
is available in the text book onpolarisation potential o f the form U(r) =
(rl +clzy
quantum collision theory [6 ] where it is shown that for weak coupling situation (U0 = I ), 
both the eikonal and the W .K.B. agree very well with the exact results for all values o f  /. 
Bui lor strong coupling situation ( U a = 150), the W .K.B. phase shifts arc accurate for all 
values of / while the eikonal phase shifts arc reliable only for large /-values.
Ae’
in ' this work, we have taken the potential o f  the form V = — -—  where A is the 
constant of potential and a  is the attenuation constant (or potential decay). This form of the
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potential has already been assum ed in the case o f  E ikonal approxim ation [7] w here we 
have d iscussed the various types o f  potentials (m athem atical m odels) that a re  generally 
used in the scattering  problem s. This is a form  slightly different from  the G aussian or 
Y ukaw a form . In the case o f the Eikonal approxim ation [7], physically  tangible results 
may be obtained by adjusting  the constants A and a. W e have used the sam e form  of 
the potential here so that the com puted results m ay be com pared w ith the earlier results 
to r the E ikonal approxim ation. W e shall apply the W .K .B . m ethod to obtain the phase 
shift for d ifferen t values o f  / and K and also the dependence o f  the phase sh ifts on A 
and a  within a su itable range for the scattering o f nucleon in the given potential field. 
O ur d iscussion  will be confined to high energy non-relativ istic  potential scattering  so 
that k/yfa )) 1 .
2. General form of the approximation
Let us consider the scattering o f a spinless particle o f m ass m by a real potential V(r). The 
radial Schrodinger equation for the /-th partial wave is given by
where
+ K 2 -  ^ u(( r )  = 0,
* 2 = 7 T , U(r) = ^ 1 .
0 )
(2)
W e make a change of the variable
r = krxex
and define a new unknown function W(x) such that 
u,(r) = e Kl2W(x).
Then the radial Schrodinger eq. (1) becom es
d 2W
- £ T  + QHx)W(x) =  0, 
w here Q2(x) = e2x(\ - U / k 2) -  jZ + - j l
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
N ow  Q2(x) > 0  for x large and positive, w hile Q2(x) < 0  w hen I x I is large and x is 
negative. Then there  m u s t 'be a po in t w here Q2(x) = 0. Let x = x0 be the turning point 
w here Q2(x) = 0  and Q2(x) > 0  for x > Xq and Q2(x) < 0  for x < Xq. T o solve the eq. (5) 
let us assum e
W(x) exp t f  *q(x')dx' 0 )
to be a solution o f  (5), where q{x) is an unknown function.
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Substituting in (5) we get
q2(x)+R(x)  =  Q 2 ( x ) , ( 8 )
where R(x) = q " H q  -  j { q ' ) 2 / q 2. (9)
and q1 =  dqldx , qu =  d2q ld x 2.
The W .K.B. approxim ation m ethod consists o f neglecting the term  R(x) in the eq. (8 ). This 
is allowed provided that
\R(X)\«|e2u)| do)
This condition will generally be fulfilled for problem s where the m ass is large, energy 
is high and the potential is sm ooth. W e also note that for fixed values o f k  and l the 
quantity  Q2(x) increases w ith the strength o f the potential, w hile the correction term 
does not. H ence, in strong coupling  lim it, the W .K .B . approxim ation  q2(x) = Q2(x) 
becom es exact. N ow in order to calculate the phase shift, W(jc) has to be constructed as 
smooth as possible i.e. it m ust be a continuous function with a continuous derivative for 
jf = - o o t o j c - < »  in both o f which regions (i.e. on the left and right o f the turning point) 
the eq. (7) approxim ates it well.
At the turning point jc =  jc0, [Q2(x) = 0], the inequality (10) is no longer valid. W e 
shall follow  here the treatm ent o f  G oldbarger and W atson [8 ]. We assum e that in the 
neighbourhood o f x = jc0, the function Q2(x) may be written as
QHx) = P (x -x 0), ( I I )
where P is a non-vanishing constant. This is called the linear turning point approxim ation. 
Then in the neighbourhood of jc =  jc0, the eq. (5) becom es
d2w
where y  =  jc -  x q .
This equation can be integrated explicitly and we get for x > jt0,
2 D
W(x) = . i sinT e w 711 4 + \XQ(x)dx'
Returning to the original variable r, we have by using the eq. (3) 
Q2(x) = r2F(r),
where F(r) = k2 - t / ( r ) - ^ /  + i j  I t2
and the turning point r0 =  kr1 exp (-to) is such that F(r0) = 0.
( 12)
(13)
(14) 
0 5 )
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Since ui(r) = [exp (x/2)] W(*) and exp (je/ 2 )  = (kr)m, we have for r > r0 
u,(r) = (*r)2 W = 2[*2 /F(r)]<Dsin
To find the phase shift Sh we take the limit r  
Now as r —» oo, F(r) —> /c2 and we have
u{(r) -»  2 £>sin J  + 0 F 2 (r') _ t ] (ir' + *(r- ro)
(16)
( 1 7 )
where D is the constant of normalisation of the wave function. Now by comparing the eq. 
(17) with the asymptotic form of the radial function, namely
u t ( r )  -» A t s in { k r  -  I n  1 2 + 5 {)
We obtain the W.K.B. phase shift
6,(W.K.B.) = ^  +  i ) y - * r 0  +  | ' ” |V 2 ( r ) - * ] d r . (18)
3. Evaluation
Using the reduced potential
, ,  A'e~ar2 w  2mAU(r) = ----- - -----, A -  - p - .
we from the eq. (15)
F(r) = k2 A'e~ar' Hi"P- ■
( 1 9 )
(20)
To find the phase shift from the eq. (18) we have to find out the value r0  o f r for which
F(r0) = 0.
Now in the integral
.  j - A 'r" '  [ ' * { ) d r  (21)
Let us put Jar  = r so that j^ar0 = r'Q and eq. (2 1 ) becomes
£
*
k 2 A ' e ~ r'
(X ~Ja r
HI k
1 Z
d r (22)
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Now, we shall find out the value o f  r '  for which
\ 2
k7 A' e-r” +  2 )
~ 1 Z — --------- ~  = 0-
A'
We m easure k in units o f  4 a  and assum e —mm =  1
4a
then the eq. (23) can be written as
_ H )k2 -  — r- -  V ~ i  ~ > where it =  - 7 — » 1
7 a
(23)
(24)
o r  r 2k 2 = I / + -r 'e  r'7, r'is small and kr'is finite o f order -  1 .
1st approx : r2k2 = (/ + -i) 
2 nd'*pprox : r \k 2 = | /  + y j  “  r\€^  
3rd approx : r \k 2 -  | /  + ^ - )  -  r2e~ri
(25)
jnd so on.
T h u s ,  we find the value r'Q b y  successive iteration (since here k is large, r is small and 
+ is finite). For actual evaluation, we shall continue the iteration process until we 
arrive at the value o f r '  which will m ake the difference,
k2 -  ^ -  0 less than 1 0 4 .
T h u s ,  w e  find out the value o f  the turning point r '  for w hich the left hand side o f  the 
eq (23) is alm ost equal to zero. W e shall now evaluate the integral (21)
h is not possible to evaluate the integral in suitable closed form, we use num erical m ethod
1 ^ 1  for the evaluation.
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Then by applying Sim pson’s 1/3 rule
+ + I jy (26)
where h is the length o f the interval and 1 is the value o f the integrand at the corresponding 
points o f division. Value of the integral is calculated by Sim pson's (1/3) rule and we take 
the contribution of all the ordinates which are greater than or equal to 150-th part o f the 
starting m axim um  ordinate. Substituting this value o f the integral and r ' in the eq. (18), we 
get the required W .K.B. phase shift.
<5,(W K 8 1  =  | l + ±  ]x/2-kr'n- R  (27)
In this way we can find out the W .K.B. phase shifts for different values of A' / V a  and for 
different values o f / and k which are plotted in Figures (1-7). We however, restrict the value
Figure 1. The phase shifts for A' / 4 a  -  
0 5 and for different values of k The solid 
curves represent the phase shifts for the 
present potential by the W K.B method and 
the doited curve for that by the Eikonal 
method
o f A* /  V a  upto 2, otherw ise the value o f r'Q obtained from eq. (24) and (25) will not hold 
to a good approximation.
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N ow , a re la tion  betw een  the W .K .B . and the E ikonal phase  sh ifts can be 
derived [6 ]. For large / (and fixed k), the value o f  r'0 becom es large and the potential U{r)
Figure 2. Same as in Figure I for A' / 4 a  = I Figure 3. Same as in Figure I for A' / 4 a  = I 5.
remains small over the integration range ( r ' , °o). W e may therefore expand the quantity
r ll2(r) as
9 ii/2
( '4 ) ‘
F l/ 2 ( r )  = k2 - U(r)
K ) !
1/2
1 - U{r)
( ,  l Y2 I 
2
(28)
So that we have from sem i-classical approxim ation 16]
J f ( W . K B ) -  1 f "
5< "  - I F k i ' .
r(J(r)
w f - - K W
rjjdr,  here r0  -  ( /  +  { ) / *
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o r SjW  K B ) dr,
where b = the impact param eter in the Eikonal case [6 ],
(29)
C hanging the integration variable from r to z = V r 2 - b 2 and using the relation
kV{b,:) = U(b,~z), we obtain [for large / and 7^ » i]
S,(WKBI  -  -  i j ~U(b,z)dz = (30)
which is equal to the Eikonal phase shift. We also want to compare the W .K.B. phase shifts 
with that o f the Eikonal phase shifts (for the same potential) which is given by [7]
ah2
%(k,b) -  2k e
a b 2
(31)
where K0 is the m odified Bessel function o f order zero. 
Now the eq. (3 1) can be written in the form
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or (32)
equal urn we can calculate the bikonal phase shift, where
(33)
4. R esults a n d  d iscussion
With the help ot the above method, we find the W.K.B. phase shifts (27) for different
A'
icsults ol / and k as well as for different values of -^=~. The phase shifts for the same 
potential by the Eikonal method has also been calculated from the eq. (32). The results 
are shown m the Figures (1-4) for different values of the wave numbers (k  = 2, 3, 5 in 
units ol \ J a  ) and the angular momentum quantum numbers (/ = 0. 1,2, 3, 4 and 5) and for 
‘V  = 0  5. 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0.
V (X
wheic Vo = 0.5 x 1012 e n r 1
Here., k = I, corresponds to a particle of energy 0.2 MeV.
From the Figures (1-4), we observe how the phase shift changes with the increase in 
the values of / and k for dliferent values of the constant of potential. We see that for a fixed 
\alue of the constant ot potential, the absolute value of the phase shift decreases with the 
increase in the value of / due to the centrifugal term ^  appearing in the radial 
equation ( I), which diminishes the importance of the potential.
We also observe that the phase shifts (dj) by the W. K. B. method is less than that by
a 'tlu* Eikonal method for the values of < I and is greater than the Eikonal method for4' Va A.
- f -  > 1. Thus, the two curves will come closer tor some value of ^ 7=  in between I and
A' “Va  a*
- which is reflected to some extent in the curve for -4=~ = 1.5. The curves for —— = 15Var V«
diows that the W.K.B. curve which is below the Eikonal curve for k  = 2, steadily rises and 
crosses it lor k  = 3 and k  = 5. Thus, the energy dependence of the phase shifts for the two 
approximation are different. For higher energies, W.K.B. phase shift seems to be bigger. 
However, the difference between the phase shifts obtained by the two methods decreases as 
1 increases and the results compare favourably.
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In o rder to find out the dependence o f  the phase shifts on 
arrange the phase shift in the follow ing order.
A' by W .K.B . m ethod, we
Figure 5. The phase shifts for k = 2 and for different values o f the constant 
of potential viz ( I )  A' / V ff = 0  5, (2) A '/ -yfa = I, (3) A' / V ft = I 5. 
(4) A' / Va = 2b y th eW K .B  method
Figure 6. Same as in Figure 5 for k = 3.
From the Figures (5 -7 ), we observe that with the increase in the value of the
constant - 4 — the absolute value o f  the phase shift for fixed k and / increases. For a fixed Vcr
7A t  , the value o f ( -  Sj) decreases with the increase in the value o f  / for fixed k. For a fixed 
a
however, the value o f  ( -  <5 /) increases with the increase in the value o f  k for fixed /
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y
A gain fo r a  fix ed  - j~ ,  th e  d e c re a se  in th e  value  o f f -  6,) a s  / in c rease s  is m o re  ra p id  fo r
lower values of t.
Figure 7. Same as in Figure 5 for k = 5
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